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Abstract:

This paper proposes a combination of virtual reality (VR) and constraint programming (CP) to develop an efficient system that will assist users with performing 3D layout tasks in a virtual environment. An experimental
study has been carried out to investigate to which extent the solver’s assistance affects user performance in
3D-layout tasks. Volunteer participants were instructed to create a generic 3D scene which was displayed on
a large-scale rear-projected screen. Results showed that the solver provided a significant amount of assistance
in both the simple and the complex tasks. The participants performed the layout tasks more accurately and in
significantly less time when the constraint solver was used. Most of the subjects reported that the solver was
useful in completing the layout tasks and they were generally satisfied by the proposed solution. However, it
was observed that some subjects had difficulty in interacting with the solver, especially during the complex
tasks.

1

INTRODUCTION

Solving three-dimensional (3D) placement or
layout problems consists of placing components (i.e.,
a set of 3D objects) inside of a virtual container
while satisfying a set of given constraints. These constraints allow researchers to specify how components,
such as furniture and equipment, may be combined
together to make a single layout. In such problems,
the components and the container are generally
functionally and geometrically linked. Depending on
the designer’s experience level, the development of
semi-automatic methods for the resolution of spatial
problems is often an interesting challenge as systems
become more and more complex. This challenge
relies on the difficulty of modeling and formulating
these problems, as well as the difficulty of identifying
resolution strategies.
Constraints are naturally present in several areas
such as resources allocation, planning and industrial
productions. A constraint expresses a property or
condition that should be satisfied and is generally
defined as a relationship between variables (positions
of objects in our case). The spatial problems can be

modeled using an efficient framework such as the
Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) formalism.
Solving a CSP consists of assigning values to the
variables while satisfying all the constraints (Fruhwirth and Abdennadher, 2003). Algorithms used to
solve a CSP are called constraints solvers.
Virtual Reality (VR) is a human-centered technology based on software and hardware elements,
simulating intuitive human interaction with virtual
objects which could be synthetic, imaginary or symbolic. 3D interaction is the main component of VR,
allowing the user to control the virtual environment
(VE) and to interact with virtual entities (Bowman,
1999; Heim et al., 1995).
In recent years, VEs have become increasingly
popular due to advances in graphics technology and
user interfaces (Messinger et al., 2009). VEs are
recognized as powerful design tools in most industrial
sectors such as manufacturing, process engineering,
and aerospace (Zorriassatine et al., 2003). One of
the possible uses of VEs can be to monitor decision
making process such as the 3D-object layout problems (or spatial problems) involving complex tasks

restricted by several constraints. However, in many
cases, VEs are only being used as pure visualization
tools for assessing final designs (Drieux et al., 2005)
and do not generally provide assistance to the user
and more specifically in 3D-layout tasks where an
accurate placement of objects is required (Essabbah
et al., 2014). Thusly, the integration of intelligent
modules such as constraints solvers could make
VEs more efficient to solve spatial configuration
problems (Sanchez et al., 2002; Calderon et al., 2003;
Kefi et al., 2011). In this context, specific interaction
techniques and assistance involving both 3D objects
and constraint solvers need to be developed and evaluated. In other words, our objective is to facilitate
the interaction between the user and the solver to
efficiently lay out a 3D scene.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we provide an overview of relevant research works
and discusses our system. The interaction model
and communication process between the VE and the
solver is then explained in Section 3. An experimental
study with description of research methodologies and
measurements is described in Section 4. The results
are described in Section 5 with discussion in Section
6. Section 7 concludes the study with recommendations for future work.

2

RELATED WORK

Previous works have shown the relevance of
CP techniques in spatial configuration problems.
As demonstrated by Honda and Mizoguchi (Honda
and Mizoguchi, 1995) and Pfefferkorn (Pfefferkorn,
1975), CP techniques are particularly appropriate
for the resolution and the description of spatial
configurations and its efficiency at avoiding combinatorial explosion. Among the previous works
that combined constraint programming (CP) or
constraint logic programming (CLP) and VEs, a
notable example is Codognet’s work that included
a concurrent constraint programming system into
VRML to specify the behavior of artificial actors in
dynamic environments (Codognet, 1999). Axling et
al. (Axling et al., 1996), incorporated ”OZ” (Smolka
et al., 1993), a high-level programming language,
supporting constraints in the DIVE-distributed VR
environment (Andersson et al., 1993). These works
have essentially been dedicated to the study of
behavior of individual objects or autonomous agents
within VE. However, both Axling and Codognet
research groups have not addressed user interaction
or assistance for problem solving.

Fernando et al. provided the design and implementation details of a constraint-based VE (Fernando
et al., 1999), presenting a software framework to
support constraint-based assembly and maintenance
operations. Xu et al. studied the combination of
physics, semantics, and placement constraints to
investigate how such combination permits a user to
quickly and easily layout a scene (Xu et al., 2002).
The 3D-layout was substantially accelerated with a
simple pseudo-physics engine and a small amount
of semantic information. They generalized this
approach and developed a richer set of semantic
information leading to a new modeling technique.
Sanchez et al. presented a general-purpose constraintbased system for non-isothetic 3D-object layouts,
built on a genetic algorithm (Sanchez et al., 2002).
This system is able to process a complex set of
constraints, including geometric and pseudo-physics
designs. To create an easy-to-use object-layout
software, Sanchez and his colleagues described the
3D-scene by using semantic and functional features
associated with the objects in regards to the layout.
Smelik et al. used semantic constraint, a control
mechanism imposed on the procedural generation
of VEs, in order to satisfy explicit designers intent
over a specific area. It is composed of sub-constraints
feature mapped to low-level operations (Smelik et al.,
2011).
Several approaches approximate the relationships between a large number of components
with simplified ”dimensional constraints” aiming
at formulating the design problem as a system
of (in)equalities. In this context, Theodosiou et
al. proposed informational-complete models for
design-constraints based on the analysis of geometric
and non-geometric properties of the related space
volumes (Theodosiou and Sapidis, 2004). An extended product model was proposed describing the
system’s structure and components as well as related
procedures and constraints to be used as a system
life-cycle model.
Sutherland proposed a man-machine graphical
communication system called ”Sketchpad”. The
geometric constraints-based system makes it possible for a user and a computer to converse rapidly
through the medium of line drawings (Sutherland,
1964). On the other hand, Marriott et al. proposed
a generic algorithm for linear arithmetic constraints
that makes use of the Cassowary constraint solving
algorithm (Marriott et al., 2001). Marriott and her
colleagues described an algorithm for rapidly resolving disjunctions of constraints. The algorithm is

designed to support direct manipulation in interactive
graphical applications which contain non-overlap
constraints between graphical objects. They also
demonstrated that the solver can support non-overlap
of complex non-convex polygons, and complex diagrams such as State Charts that contain non-overlap
as well as containment constraints. Calderon et al.
presented a novel framework for the use of VEs in
interactive problem solving (Calderon et al., 2003).
This framework extends visualization to serve as a
natural interface for the exploration of configurations
space, and enables the implementation of reactive
VEs. Their implementation was based on a fullyinteractive solution where both visualization and the
generation of a new solution are under the user control. To visualize and control logic programs, Fages
et al. developed a generic graphic user-interface
(CLPGUI). The proposed architecture involves a
CLP process and a Graphical User Interface (GUI)
which communicate through sockets (Fages et al.,
2004). This approach has been evaluated using a
simple layout problem involving a basic layout scene.
Jacquenot developed a hybrid generic method to
solve multi-objective placement problems for free
form components (Jacquenot, 2009). The proposed
method is a hybrid algorithm based on both a genetic
and separation algorithms. Tim et al. introduced a
novel rule-based layout solving approach to speed-up
manual design methods and create parts of a game
world automatically (Tim et al., 2009). They showed
that their solving approach may be used for procedural generation by providing the solver with a user
defined plan. In this plan, users can specify objects
to be placed as instances of classes, which in turn
contain rules about how instances should be placed.
They validated their approach in different procedural
generation scenarios. Medjdoub presented a system
for ceiling-mounted fan coil system in a building
ceiling. The system is simple to use with interactive
modification of the 3D parametric model (Medjdoub,
2004). He showed that this approach significantly
reduced design costs, improved the quality of the
solution, and produced additional benefits in the
supply chain. More recently, Merrell et al. identified
a set of interior design guidelines for furniture
layout and developed an interactive system that
suggests possible furniture arrangements based
on these guidelines. The system incorporates the
layout guidelines as terms in a density function and
generates layout suggestions by rapidly sampling the
density function using a hardware accelerated Monte
Carlo sampler (Merrell et al., 2011). The user is able
to interact with the system to iteratively evolve the
design of the interior.

Although interesting, most of the studies described above have some limitations and can be extended in several directions. One way to extend the
research is to offer a deeper integration of the user to
increase the interaction with the solver. For instance,
during a 3D layout, the user should be able to: (1) add
and manipulate objects from a menu at any time in the
environment and (2) manually place some objects in
the environment, the placement of the other objects
being automatic. It should be noted that most of these
previous works are based on CLP or genetic algorithms. However, in the last few years, powerful CPbased solvers such as Gecode (Schulte et al., 2012),
CHOCO (Jussien et al., 2009) and, ILOG CP (IBM,
2012) have been developed. Unlike CLP and Prolog,
these newer solvers are designed as a library. In addition, these solvers provide an API to developers to
embed constraint programming in programs written
in an object language (C++ or Java). Moreover, these
solvers are not dependent on logic programming and
make it easy to use constraints in an independent and
efficient solving-engine.

3

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Before describing the architecture and the interaction model of the proposed system, we first present
the solver process used to find a solution of a modeled
problem using a CSP formalism.

3.1

3D layout problem formulation

To model a 3D layout problem, a CSP formalism was
chosen, which offers a simple way to model and solve
such problems. A set of variables (i.e., unknowns of
the problem) and constraints have been identified.
Each of these variables takes its values from a given
domain. As such, the resolution of a CSP consists of
assigning a value to each variable from its domain
in order to satisfy all the constraints. The basic
resolution process involves two stages: (1) constraint
propagation and (2) enumerations (Fruhwirth and
Abdennadher, 2003).
1. Constraint propagation: Constraint propagation
consists of reducing variables domains by removing values to eliminate portions of the search
space that cannot be part of a solution.
bool Propagate(C, Vc, D){
f or all var in Vc{
f or all value in D(var){

f ind a solution to C with var = value
i f no solution exists, remove value f rom D(var)
i f D(var) is empty return f alse
}
}
return true }
2. Enumeration steps: Enumeration involves a succession of decisions (to approach a solution) consisting of choosing a value for each variable from
the remaining domain.
A 3D layout problem can be modeled through the
following parameters:
• Container: the space to be laid out
• Objects: objects to be placed in the container such
as furniture or materials.
• Layout requirements: constraints or restrictions
linking objects between them and the container.
To formulate the problem, it was supposed that
the VE of dimensions (w,h,d), is composed of n objects related by m constraints. Let X be the set of the
unknowns of the problem (3D positions of objects),
D be a function that associates a domain (authorized
values) to each variable, and C be the set of layout
constraints. Thus, the problem can be defined by the
triplet (X,D ,C):
• X = {x1 , y1 , z1 , ..., xn , yn , zn }, (xi , yi , zi /i ∈ [1, n]) is
the position center of ob jecti
• D (xi ) = [wi , w − wi ], wi /i ∈ [1, n] is the width of
ob jecti

D (yi ) = [hi , h − hi ], hi /i∈ [1, n] is the height of
ob jecti

D (zi ) = [di , d − di ], di /i∈ [1, n] is the depth of
ob jecti
i, j

i, j

i, j

i, j

• C = {c1 , c2 , ..., cm }, ck /(k ∈ [1, m] and i, j ∈
[1, n]) is a constraint between ob jecti and ob ject j .

3.2

Proposed system

The proposed system is based on a human-scale, realtime VE which supports the resolution of interactive
3D-object layouts using ongoing communication
with an efficient constraint-solver (Gecode) writing
in C++ language. The selection of objects and
constraints as well as a user’s 3D manipulation
is converted into queries sent to the solver. The
solver’s outputs (positions of objects) allow real-time
automatic reconfiguration of the 3D scene.

Figure 1: System architecture (event exchange between VE
and Solver).

Figure 1 illustrates the general resolution process
and the link between the 3D environment and the
solver. The events exchange is managed by a Manager class which creates and sends the corresponding
event to the visualization module (Process 3D) and
the resolution module (Process Solver). Each module sends the necessary requests to the corresponding
thread. To ensure real-time interaction, each module runs on a different thread. The request sent to
the Thread 3D is to display the selected objects. The
Thread Solver class creates a CSP in which the variables are the positions of the center of selected objects, and the constraints are those initially specified.
The Gecode solver is called to find a solution to the
proposed problem. The Thread Solver class will be
informed about the results and will transmit the corresponding request to the upper level (Process Solver).
Thus the Process Solver class informs the Manager
class that a solution has been found (through the event
”Solution found”). The resulting 3D positions of each
object are then forwarded level by level until the VE
reconfigures itself by updating the 3D scene.

3.3

Computation time

A decision-making system is intended to facilitate
choices and decisions in a given context. In the
3D layout context, a well-designed interactive
decision-making system should provide real-time
assistance to ensure effective interaction. Therefore,
the solver computation time is an important criterion
to evaluate the performance of the proposed system.
The solver computation time depends on three
parameters: (1) number of objects, (2) constraints
number and complexity and (3) the heuristics used
for search (Fruhwirth and Abdennadher, 2003).
Figure 2 shows an example of the required solver
computing time to layout different number of objects.
For this example, a no-overlapping constraint was
used between each pair of objects which are placed
in a 3D space with size (e.g., 20, 20, 20). It should
be noted that the computed time was obtained in the
worst case because only one constraint was considered. Indeed, the fact to consider is that many constraints reduces the search space and therefore the
computation time. These results were obtained on a
machine equipped with an IntelTM i7 − 2630 processor running at 2.00Ghz.

Figure 2: The evolution of computing time vs. objects number.

3.4

Interaction framework

In the proposed system, the possible user manipulations inside the VE can be summarized in
the following actions or groups of actions: (1)
add/remove/displace objects, (2) add/remove constraints, and (3) call the solver to search a solution for
a defined layout problem. A Nintendo WiimoteTM
was used as an input device for selecting/deselecting
and moving objects in the 3D space. To track the
user’s hand position, the WiimoteTM was equipped
with two reflective markers. An OptiTrackTM camera

system (OptiTrack, 2011) was used to track the
position of these markers. A NunchukTM was used
to interact with the solver and to select constraints
from a menu. This interaction technique was chosen
because Wiimote devices offer multiple interaction
methods, such as buttons, vibro-tactile feedback,
that can be easily integrated in any VR systems at a
relatively low price.
To add objects in the VE, the user selects and
introduces a given object (e.g., cube, sphere or cone)
using the 3D menu. To do this, he/she must press
and hold the B button on the WiimoteTM and gesture
to move a given object to a desired position. The
selected object is released when the user releases
the B button. In the same way, the user can apply
constraints on the selected objects. After selecting
one or several objects, the NunchukTM is used to
view (using the joystick) and select (Z button) a
desired constraint from a constraint menu and trigger
the solver. To facilitate constraint identification, a
description (i.e., information sheets) of each one is
displayed on the top of the screen as 2D text.
It is also important to make note of how the
solver responds to the user’s requests and how the
solver’s results are interpreted in the VE. It seems
obvious that the main goal of the interaction model
is to make the link between the user’s interactions
and the inputs/outputs of the solver. In other words,
the interaction model was developed to facilitate user
interaction since modeling the problem and finding
solutions are completely transparent for the user
since he/she interacts with the VE regardless of the
resolution mechanisms. The user’s manipulation,
such as the selection of objects and constraints as well
as objects transformations (rotation and translation),
are converted to queries sent to the solver. Based on
these queries, the solver updates the existing CSP
or creates a new one if new objects are added to
the scene. Next, the solver instructs the updated
or the newly-created CSP to find a new solution.
Consider the example in which the user defines a
layout problem by adding some objects in the VE and
selecting a set of constraints. According to the user’s
choices, the system will automatically create a CSP
that represents the problem. The formulation and the
resolution of this problem is left to the solver and this
process is completely transparent to the user (Fig. 3).
Algorithms for solving constraint-based problems
are generally triggered by changing the values of
variables and/or constraints which define the problem. In our case, user interaction will be translated

Figure 3: Architecture of the system.

into inputs to the solver which will deal with the
variables whose values were changed by the interaction. For instance, if the user displaces a given
object, the associated constraints are modified. This
displacement triggers the solver which propagates
the constraints and computes new results.
Let us consider a simple example where the user
moves the gray object (circled object) to the right
(Fig.4). An event will be automatically generated and
a new constraint, which sets the position of the gray
object, is defined in the already created CSP. These
constraints will be applied on the object whose index is encapsulated in the event sent to the solver.
Therefore the solver is re-called to detect a possible
constraints dissatisfaction and to compute the objects’
positions which respect all the constraints. The computed data are encapsulated in another event sent to
the VE via the communication module, in order to reconfigure the 3D scene.

4

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Previous studies did not provide detailed analysis
of the human performance, and particularly, nor the
comparison between manual (without solver) and
assisted (with solver) 3D-layout tasks. There are
multiple issues to be considered when integrating a
constraint solver in a VE: data exchange between the
constraint solver and VE, user interaction, and effective and sufficient user assistance. An experimental
study was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness
of a combination of a solver and a VE, with special
focus on the interaction technique. Quantitative and
qualitative data were collected, including the effects

on task completion time and placement accuracy,
as well as subjective preference from users. The
study compared two approaches, namely manual and
assisted, with two different levels of layout difficulty,
simple and complex. The following hypotheses were
proposed:
1. H1: the participants are satisfied with the solver
assistance.
2. H2: the interaction with the solver during the layout task is easy.
3. H3: the participants solve the layout task faster
with the solver.
4. H4: the participants make less placement errors
with the solver.
A NASA-TLX questionnaire was used to access
user’s satisfaction (H1) and the ease of interaction
with the solver (H2). Task completion data was collected for H3. The satisfaction of the hypothesis H4 is
relatively obvious since a solver does not make errors.
However, it is important to confirm it in the interest of
the solver integration.

4.1

Experimental Design

Twenty two subjects were recruited from a local
university with ages ranging from 22 to 47. The
participants were asked about their previous experience with video games and VR and to rate their
level of expertise. For prior video games experience,
fifteen out of the twenty two participants answered
yes to this question. For VR expertise, seven subjects

Figure 4: Illustration of the rearrangement of the 3D scene according to an object displacing.

claimed they had a moderate amount of experience
with VR tasks while nine subjects rated their experience as low and eight as high.
A 2 x 2 balanced, within-subjects factorial design,
was used where the independent variables were the
user assistance (UA) and the task complexity level
(TCL). The first factor (UA) has two levels: assisted
(with solver) and manual (without solver). Through a
rear-projected human-scale VE (Richard et al., 2006),
participants were instructed to layout twelve 3D objects (four cubes, four spheres and four cones) in the
space represented by a large 3D room while respecting the displayed constraints, which were diplayed as
text on screen. In order to be able to generalize the
results to different application contexts a generic task
and simple 3D environment was chosen.The task involves some constraints such as object on object and
object against wall.

At the beginning of the task, the 3D space was
empty. The user had to select a given object (cube,
sphere or cone) using a 3D menu (Fig. 5). During the
two layout tasks, a reminder (information sheets) of
the constraints was displayed on the top of the screen
as 2D text.
The manual task consists of laying out the
objects in any order, while abiding by the proposed
constraints. The participants were instructed to
select the objects using a 3D cursor. Selection was
performed by pressing and holding the B button of
the WiimoteTM and moving the selected object to
a desired position. The object is released when the
participant releases the B button on the controller
(Fig. 6).
4.1.1

Manual simple task (MS)

The participant is required to manually lay out the 3D
scene while abiding by the following constraints:
• On ground constraint: The participant must place
all the objects (i.e., 4 cubes, 4 spheres and 4
cones) on the ground. There is no requirement
about the order of placement. The participant may
start with any object.
• Minimum distance constraint: The participant
must place the objects with a distance d min (2
unit squares) between them.
4.1.2

Figure 5: Snapshot of the virtual environment at the beginning of the task.

Manual complex task (MC)

The difficulty level of the simple task was increased
by adding three constraints (the On ground constraint
was removed). The participant needs to satisfy specific constraints related to different objects. There-

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: A subject uses a WiimoteTM (a) and shadows (b) to layout the 3D scene (c).

fore, more effort was required from the user to complete each task.
• Left wall constraint: participants must place all
cubes against the left wall;
• Right wall constraint: participants must place all
spheres against the right wall;
• Object on object constraint: participants must sequentially place two cones on two separate cubes.
Similarly, the remaining two cones must be placed
on the two spheres. It is important to note that this
constraint requires a selection order: thus, to put
object 1 on object 2, the participant needs to first
select object 2 then object 1.
• Minimum distance constraint: participants must
place the objects (except cones) with a distance
d min (2 units) between them.
The assisted task consists of using the solver to
apply constraints on selected objects in order to automatically lay out the scene. The participants may
select a given object by pressing the A button on the
WiimoteTM . This allows the user to view (using the
joystick) and select (Z button) the desired constraint
from a menu and trigger the solver (Fig. 7).

4.1.3

Assisted simple task (AS)

In this condition, the same constraints as in the MS
condition were used, but the solver was used to assist the users. Since the constraints should be applied
on all the objects, the participant may adopt different
strategies:
• Strategy 1:
(1) Select one object (cube or sphere or cone),
(2) select the On ground constraint, (3) select
two objects, (4) select the Minimum distance constraint and (5) validate the constraint and trigger

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7: A subject selects the Minimum distance (b) and
the On ground (c) constraints using the NunchukTM , and
finally call the solver for automatic layout (d).

the solver for resolution. The same steps should
be repeated for all the remaining objects.
• Strategy 2:
(1) Select all objects (cubes, spheres and cones),
(2) Select the On ground constraint and (3) Validate the constraint and trigger the solver. The
same steps should be repeated for the Minimum distance constraint.
• Strategy 3:
(1) Select all objects (cubes, spheres and cones),
(2) select On ground and Minimum distance constraints, (3) validate constraints and launch the
solver.
4.1.4

Assisted complex task (AC)

In this condition, the same constraints as in MC condition were used, but the participants had to perform
the layout task using the solver. Similarly to AS, the
participant may adopt different strategies:

• Strategy 1:
(1) Select a cube, (2) Select the Left wall constraint constraint, (3) Repeat these steps for the
other 3 cubes. (4) Select a sphere, (5) select the
Right wall constraint constraint, (6) repeat these
steps for the other 3 spheres. (7) Select two cubes,
(8) select the Minimum distance constraint, (9) repeat these steps for the other 2 cubes. (10) Select
two spheres, (11) select the Minimum distance
constraint, (12) repeat these steps for the other 2
spheres. (13) Select a cube and a cone, (14) select the Object on object constraint, (15) repeat
these steps for two other cube and cone. (16)
Select a sphere and a cone, (17) select the Object on object constraint constraint, (18) repeat
these steps for two other sphere and cone. (19)
Validate constraints and launch the solver for resolution.
• Strategy 2:
(1) Select all cubes, (2) select the Left wall constraint constraint, (3) Select all spheres, (4) select the Right wall constraint constraint, (5) select
all cubes, (6) select the Minimum distance constraint, (7) select all spheres, (8) select the Minimum distance constraint, (9) select a cube and a
cone, (10) select the Object on object constraint
constraint, (11) repeat these steps for two other
cubes and cones. (12) Select a sphere and a cone,
(13) select the Object on object constraint constraint, (14) repeat these steps for two other sphere
and cone. (15) Validate constraints and launch the
solver for resolution.
• Strategy 3:
(1) Select all cubes and spheres, (2) select the
Minimum distance constraint, (3) select all cubes,
(4) select the Left wall constraint constraint, (5)
select all spheres, (6) select the Right wall constraint constraint, (7) select a cube and a cone, (8)
select the Object on object constraint constraint,
(9) repeat these steps for two other cubes and
cones, (10) select a sphere and a cone, (11) select
the Object on object constraint constraint, (12)
repeat these steps for two other sphere and cone.
(13) Validate constraints and launch the solver for
resolution.
The interaction strategy to perform the tasks has
not been rigorously defined in order to analyze
and study subjects’ preferences. The best strategies were observed and it was determined that
strategy 3 in simple and complex assisted tasks
was chosen by more than 85% of subjects. This
information is very interesting and will help us
improve user interaction.

4.2

Procedure

The overall goal of the study was explained to the
participants, especially about the possibility of controlling the solver during the layout task. Afterwards,
a brief overview of the four tasks was given. Before
starting the study, participants performed a training
session with each task in a randomized order without
recording any data. Each subject was given a set of
information sheets that described the constraints for
each condition. After each experiment, the participants completed the NASA-TLX questionnaire. To
avoid the learning effect, the tasks were counterbalanced. In conditions AS and AC two more questions were added to assess the participants’ satisfaction and the subjective preference about the solver’s
assistance.
4.2.1

Collected data

To investigate the effect of the solver integration on
task performance, several measures were utilized that
can be categorized as subjective preference (via questionnaire) and task performance in terms of completion time and layout errors.
• Satisfaction Using a seven-points Likert scale
(i.e., 1 for ”very low” to 7 for ”very high”), subjects were asked to express their satisfaction about
the layout process and the solution proposed by
the solver. It should be noted that the satisfaction
concerns the final proposed solution and not the
user interaction.
• Assistance Using the same seven-points Likert
scale, subjects were asked to express their opinions about the assistance provided by the solver.
The aim was to know to what extent the solver’s
integration assisted subjects and facilitated the
layout tasks.
It should be noted that these two questions were
not asked in manual tasks (MS and MC) because
the participants lay out the scene themselves
without any assistance. In addition, in manual
tasks the subjects placed objects one by one
according to their preferences, unlike the assisted
tasks (AS and AC) where the solver’s decision
(computed solution) does not take their preferences into consideration. For this reason, the
question about the satisfaction is only of interest
when the solver is used (i.e., assisted tasks).
• Workload Subjects filled out the NASA-TLX
questionnaire to assess their level of workload using six indices:

- Mental Demands (MD): The mental and perceptual activity required, such as thinking, calculating, deciding, remembering, and looking;
- Physical Demands (PD): The physical activity
required, such as pulling, pushing, turning, and
controlling;
- Temporal Demands (TD): The time pressure
perceived due to the rate or pace at which tasks
or task elements occurred;

5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Since the subjects have different levels of expertise in video games and VR, a t-test was carried out
to check whether this difference of experience affects
task performance. The subjects were separated into
two groups:
• G1, concerns subjects who have experience with
video games/VR (12 subjects).

- Own Performance (OP): The estimation of successfully accomplishing the goals;

• G2, includes subjects who have never played
video games (10 subjects).

- Effort (EF): The effort required to achieve the
task;

In order to select the appropriate t-test (for equal
or different variances), an F-test was performed for
the dependent variable (completion time) with the
task complexity level (TCL) and user assistance (UA)
as the independent variables.Table 1 summarizes the
computed p-values of the F-test and the t-test.

- Frustration (FR): The level of discouragement,
irritation and annoyance versus gratification,
contentment, and complacency felt during the
task.
• Task Performance Although the main objective
of the study was to assess to what extent the subjects appreciated the assistance provided by the
solver, objective data (completion time and number of errors) was also collected. Completion time
is defined as the time between the first pressing on
the B button (WiimoteTM ) and the moment when
the participant considers the task achieved. Layout error can be evaluated by two parameters:
1. Placement error: This type of error is not related to any of the constraints previously described. The system checks whether or not each
object was included in the 3D scene (large 3D
cube) based on the x, y, and z coordinates. The
number of occurrences of this error was calculated for each experimental condition.
2. Distance error: Since the Minimum Distance
constraint exists in all conditions, the error
generated by the dissatisfaction of this constraint was calculated. At the end of each task,
the system calculates the distance between
each pair of objects. If the calculated distance
is greater than the threshold (dmin), the system
records the occurrence of the error.

In addition to these objective data, we also measured the number of objects selection made by the
participants during tasks. Indeed, the study of this
data reflects the subject’s effort during the tasks.
The number of selection of each 3D object was
calculated for each experimental condition.

F-test
t-test

MS

AS

MC

AC

0.245
0.332

0.384
0.357

0.466
0.343

0.185
0.230

Table 1: The P-values of the F-test and t-test (for all experiment conditions)

According to the obtained p-values for the t-test,
there is no statistical difference between the tested
groups (G1 and G2) and therefore task performance
was not affected by the expertise level of the subjects.

5.1

Objective results

As stated before, a two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was performed for the dependent variable
with TCL and UA as the independent variables. Table 2 summarizes the main effects of the independent variables as well as their interaction for the completion time. TCL and UA significantly affected the
completion time and there were no significant interaction effects between them.
Task completion time The results for the TCL
were as expected. Unlike the simple task, in the
complex task, subjects had to perform many steps
to satisfy the four constraints. Therefore, subjects
took longer to complete the task. Similarly, the UA
significantly affected task completion time. With the
first level of UA (without solver), subjects had to
manually pick and place objects with a required level
of accuracy, which resulted in longer task time.

Effect

TCL

UA

TCL × UA

Time

p < 0.05
F1,21 = 18.60

p < 0.05
F1,21 = 50.98

p = 0.4198
F1,21 = 0.66

Table 2: The main and interaction effects of the independent variables on the completion time.

To assess H3, we calculated and compared the
mean task completion time for each task. Subjects
completed the layout task significantly faster under
condition AS (79.26 sec) than under condition MS
(118.06 sec). Similar results were obtained for MC
and AC: the completion time under condition AC was
significantly shorter (139.46 sec) than for MC (165.99
sec).
The results show that H3 was supported even for complex tasks where the participants need to apply more
constraints on selected objects. The results obtained
for the hypothesis H3 can be explained by the fact that
subjects only needed to select objects and constraints
and trigger the solver. Additionally, subjects didn’t
need to refine the proposed solution since it satisfied
all the constraints. The validation of the H3 shows
that the use of the solver makes it faster and easier for
3D layout tasks compared to the manual method. It
should be noted that the task completion time includes
the time required by the solver to find a solution and
the time for interaction. For a layout problem involving few objects, such as the proposed scene, the solver
provides a real-time response and has a little effect on
task completion time.
The calculation time of the solver highly depends on
the propagation techniques used and on the heuristics
of these search. In this experiment standard propagation techniques were used (?). These techniques will
have to be improved for future experiments with more
objects and new kinds of constraints.
Placement and distance errors When subjects
were assisted (AS and AC), the spatial configuration
proposed by the solver did not contain errors (no
placement and minimum distance errors). Therefore
the system will flawlessly reconfigure the VE. For
this reason, it is not justifiable to compare manual
and assisted tasks using these two types of errors.
However, it is interesting to examine these errors in
manual tasks (MS and MC).

Results showed that about 27.27% of manipulated objects were placed partially outside the VE in
MS and about 33.91% in MC. The participants often
failed to respect the minimum distance constraint. In
fact, 21.7% of the objects were placed too close to

each other (< d min) in MS and 16.2% in MC. This
relatively high number of errors was highly dependent
on the visual condition (without stereoscopy) despite
the use of shadows, but it could be reduced by incorporating stereo viewing and depth cues (Polys et al.,
2011). The use of the solver completely avoided this
type of error which validates hypothesis H4 concerning the effect of the solver on object placement accuracy. These results can be explained by the fact that
the solver satisfies all constraints and correctly places
the objects .
Number of selection As previously mentioned, the
number of object selection reflects the subject’s effort
during the tasks. Subjects often selected the same objects many times in the manual tasks, which required
far more effort than in the assisted tasks. Figure 8
shows that the average number of selection on each
object (obj0 to obj11) depends on the type of task
(manual or assisted). The subjects made more object
selections in the manual tasks and consequently took
more time. Thus, the use of the solver indirectly reduced the overall difficulty by reducing the number of
object selections.

Figure 8: Average number of selections for each object in
each condition.

5.2

Subjective results

Task workload Subjects filled out a NASA-TLX
questionnaire to express their perceived level of
workload. They were asked to rank each workload
index using a seven-point Likert scale. An ANOVA
analysis was performed to find the effect of the
independent variables (user assistance and task
complexity level) on the workload indexes (MD, PD,
TD, OP, EF, FR).

As shown in Table 3, there were no significant
interaction effects between the two independent
variables and no significant effect of TCL on temporal demand, effort and frustration, whereas it
significantly affects the mental, physical demands
and their own performance. Indeed, the complex

Effect
TCL
UA
TCL × UA

MD

PD

TD

OP

EF

FR

p = 0.0001

p = 0.0071

p = 0.703

p = 0.0166

p = 0.2663

p = 0.1025

F1,21 = 17.64

F1,21 = 7.58

F1,21 = 0.15

F1,21 = 5.95

F1,21 = 1.25

F1,21 = 2.72

p = 0.0286

p < 0.0001

p = 0.0174

p < 0.0001

p = 0.0018

p < 0.0001

F1,21 = 4.95

F1,21 = 20.50

F1,21 = 5.87

F1,21 = 26.26

F1,21 = 10.34

F1,21 = 18.90

p = 0.9349

p = 0.4272

p = 0.6127

p = 0.6281

p = 0.5788

p = 1.00

F1,21 = 0.01

F1,21 = 0.64

F1,21 = 0.26

F1,21 = 0.24

F1,21 = 0.31

F1,21 = 0.001

Table 3: The main and interaction effects of the independent variables on the workload indexes (Mental demand (MD),
Physical demand (PD), Temporal Demands (TD), Own Performance (OP), Effort (EF), Frustration (FR).

tasks required a higher mental and physical demands (Mean{MD} = 3.29 and Mean{PD} = 2.83)
than the simple tasks (Mean{MD} = 2.22 and
Mean{PD} = 2.18). For their own performance,
a lower score is observed in the complex tasks
(Mean{OP} = 5.85) than in the simple ones
(Mean{OP} = 6.27).
For the second independent variable (UA), the
results showed a significant effect on all the workload indexes. The Table 3 illustrates how participants found the non-assisted tasks causing a higher
mental, physical and temporal demands (Mean{MD} =
3.04, Mean{PD} = 3.04 and Mean{T D} = 4.93), a
higher level of effort and frustration (Mean{EF} =
3.58 and Mean{FR} = 2.97), and a lower feeling
of performance (Mean{OP} = 5.62) than in the assisted tasks (Mean{MD} = 2.47, Mean{PD} = 1.97,
Mean{T D} = 4.14, Mean{EF} = 2.62, Mean{FR} =
1.77 and Mean{OP} = 6.5).
Satisfaction and solver assistance Subjects were
asked to answer two additional questions concerning
satisfaction and solver’s assistance. For the satisfaction level, they assess solutions proposed by
the solver (Fig. 9.a). In condition AS, 20 subjects
reported that they were satisfied with the proposed
solution. Two subjects gave a neutral response
and said that the proposed spatial configuration is
not optimized although all of the constraints were
satisfied. In condition AC, 16 subjects were either
satisfied or very satisfied with the proposed solution.
Only two subjects reported that the solver had not
given the best solution. It is important to note that the
solver can find many solutions but only proposes the
first one, which is not necessarily the best according
to a subject’s preferences.

solver; only one subject did not feel any difference between manual tasks and the assisted ones. In the AC
condition, all subjects reported that the solver made
the task much easier.
According to the results of workload, satisfaction and
assistance, the hypothesis H1 was supported. In addition to the benefits of utilizing the solver on task performance, subjects strongly appreciated the provided
assistance.

(a)

(b)
Subjects were also asked to evaluate the assistance level provided by the solver over the layout
tasks (Fig. 9.b). In condition AS, 21 subjects reported
that the layout became easier to set up when using the

Figure 9: Satisfaction (a) and subjective feelings of assistance level provided by the solver (b) for conditions AS and
AC

Interaction technique evaluation Most of the participants reported that the interaction with the solver
through the proposed technique was easy and intuitive. However, some subjects had difficulties identifying and applying the constraints. Some subjects
reported that the selection of objects upon which constraints were to be applied was slightly tedious. This
is due to the fact that some subjects have chosen one
of the least effective strategies to interact with the system.According to these results, the hypothesis H2 was
moderately supported. The low satisfaction of this hypothesis shows that although the solver assistance satisfied the subjects and made the 3D layout easier, the
interaction protocol is not yet optimized and requires
some improvements. This difficulty is inherent to the
proposed interaction technique. This lack of accuracy
also affected task performance because subjects had
to push the B button several times to select a given
object. Similarly, the use of the NunchukTM to select and apply constraints was considered slightly difficult. Subjects needed to navigate in the constraint
menu before finding the desired one. This problem
could be reduced by more intuitive interaction techniques based on multi-modality (for example introducing voice commands to select objects and constraints).

6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

The main goal of the present study was to propose
a combination of virtual reality and constraint programming to simulate layout tasks and assist users.
Both subjective and objective effects of the solver integration were investigated by comparing manual versus assisted tasks for two levels of difficulty. Four
conditions were proposed: MS (manual simple task),
AS (assisted simple task), MC (manual complex task)
and AC (assisted complex task). The results indicated
that the use of the solver reduced both the number of
object selections and errors, regardless of the level of
the task’s difficulty. The results also revealed that participants peroformed the layout task faster when the
solver was used. Most of the subjects reported that
the solver was useful and assisted them with completing layout tasks and they were generally satisfied by
the proposed solution. Both objective and subjective
data also showed that the proposed interaction technique has some shortcomings. In order to improve
interaction with the solver, we propose that future designs use a multimodal approach based on gestures
and voice commands which facilitate the selection
and validation of constraints (solver control) and/or

objects. We are currently developing a specific application jointly with industrial partners. This application involves real objects and specific constraints.
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